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Routledge Handbook of Islam in the West
Muslim Political Participation in Europe
The emergence of an Islamic political radicalism in Britain has been one of the
most dramatic developments in post-war society. Islamic Radicalism and
Multicultural Politics explores the context behind this phenomenon, focusing on
post-war immigration and integration, the complex relations that exist between
Britain and Islam and the true extent of social and economic inequalities that affect
Muslims.

Islamic Political Radicalism: A European Perspective
Traces continuity and discontinuity in the integration of European states, focusing
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on three main fault lines - World War I, World War II and the events of 1989. This
study aims to replace a parochialist outlook with broader approaches to the
challenges ahead as the new century approaches.

Journal of European Integration
This twenty-seventh edition of ANNUAL EDITIONS: WORLD POLITICS provides
convenient, inexpensive access to current articles selected from the best of the
public press. Organizational features include: an annotated listing of selected
World Wide Web sites; an annotated table of contents; a topic guide; a general
introduction; brief overviews for each section; a topical index; and an instructor’s
resource guide with testing materials. USING ANNUAL EDITIONS IN THE
CLASSROOM is offered as a practical guide for instructors. ANNUAL EDITIONS titles
are supported by our student website, www.dushkin.com/online.

The Dark Side of European Integration
En række forfattere skriver om den europæiske kommunismes udvikling i forhold
til andre politiske partier i Vesteuropa. En af artiklerne handler om kommunismen i
Norden.
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Right-wing Extremism in Western Europe
It is traditionally viewed that vulnerable inmates form captive audiences for violent
terrorist offenders who, in turn, are destined to turn prisons into training grounds
for militant activities; all the while forming alliances with more hardened criminals
to produce an even greater threat. However, there is limited empirical grounding
to underpin these assertions. Inmate Radicalisation and Recruitment in Prisons
challenges existing perceptions about prison radicalisation. Whilst not downplaying
the seriousness of the prison radicalisation threat, it seeks a more balanced
interpretation of current discussion. Drawing on original research in the Philippines
and case studies from Australia, the US, Canada, Indonesia, the UK, France, the
Netherlands, and Belgium, the authors posit an alternative view that suggests that
the imprisonment of a terrorist may mark the beginning of physical disengagement
and psychological de-radicalisation. Offering evidence-based insights to help
determine how best to house terrorist offenders, this volume will appeal to
students and researchers interested in fields such as Criminology and Criminal
Justice, Terrorism, Prisons, and Organised Crime.

Islamic Radicalism and Multicultural Politics
After the terrorist attacks of 9/11, those in London and Madrid, and the arrest of
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the “Toronto 18,” Canadians have changed how they think about terrorism and
security. As governments respond to the potential threat of homegrown radicalism,
many observers have become concerned about the impact of those security
measures on the minority groups whose lives are “securitized.” In Religious
Radicalization and Securitization in Canada and Beyond, Paul Bramadat and Lorne
Dawson bring together contributors from a wide range of academic disciplines to
examine the challenges created by both religious radicalism and the state’s and
society’s response to it. This collection takes a critical look at what is known about
religious radicalization, how minorities are affected by radicalization from within
and securitization from without, and how the public, media, and government are
attempting to cope with the dangers of both radicalization and securitization.
Religious Radicalization and Securitization in Canada and Beyond is an ideal guide
to the ongoing debates on how best to respond to radicalization without sacrificing
the commitments to multiculturalism and social justice that many Canadians hold
dear.

The Nordic Countries and the European Security and Defence
Policy
Analyses European Muslim communities' developing involvement in their political
environment and related Muslim and public debates.
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Engaging with Violent Islamic Extremism
The terrorist attacks at the start of the new millennium shook the world. In Western
countries, the new threat of 'home-grown' Islamic terrorism has directed the
authorities' attention towards local Muslim communities. Islamic terrorism is
generally seen as a sign of the lack of integration of these communities.
Authorities therefore often opt for preventive policies in which the engagement
with Muslim organizations and spokespersons plays a significant role. However,
this engagement comes with its own problems and dilemmas. Should authorities
aim for a broad representation of the community or instead go for selective
engagement? Are non-violent fundamentalist organizations also to be seen as the
enemy? Should authorities enter into public debate with extremist organizations?
Is it wise to link anti-radicalization policies to more general integration policies?
Engaging with Violent Islamic Extremism shows how authorities in London, Berlin,
Amsterdam, Paris, and Antwerp have each developed distinctive policies, and how
they have dealt with the accompanying dilemmas. The book distills various
approaches that can be assessed by their merits and defects, thus stimulating
important reflection on the 'what, ' 'why, ' and 'how' of anti-radicalization policy.
*** "This is a well-done, scholarly collection of case studies . . . It is devoid of the
usual political correctness and goes right to the heart of the matter. . . . a useful
guide to the political and social leadership of other cities in Europe and the
Americas who face similar challenges, and one that is refreshingly distinct in its
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frankness." - Richard R. E. Kania, International Criminal Justice Review, Vol.
23:403-404

Radicalization in Western Europe
Japan and Asia Pacific Integration is a study of regional integration in the greater
Pacific area during 1968-1996. It examines the political rationale of such
international organisations as the Asia Pacific Economic Co-operation (APEC)
forum, and the East Asian Economic Caucus (EAEC). There is a focus on Japanese
conceptions of regionalism and integration, but the attitudes of other countries
such as the United States, Australia, Malaysia and China are also explored.

The Globalizing Cities Reader
Membership Directory
The Never-Ending Struggle for Free Society
First Published in 1988. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
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company.
Inmate Radicalisation and Recruitment in Prisons
Radicalization, Terrorism, and Conflict is a collection of scholarly works, authored
by international researchers and leading thinkers, addressing contemporary,
history-making issues in international security and terrorism from an
interdisciplinary perspective. Contributors to this edited volume represent global
perspectives, ideas, analysis, and research. It provides a jumping-off point for
conversation and collaboration that can lead to new knowledge and broader
understanding. As an interdisciplinary collection of manuscripts, this book
integrates and synthesizes theory, research, and public policy analysis in an effort
to solve the complex questions and problems presented by this topic.

The New Muslim Brotherhood in the West
Expressions of Radicalization
In Europe and North America, networks tracing their origins back to the Muslim
Brotherhood and other Islamist movements have rapidly evolved into
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multifunctional and richly funded organizations competing to become the major
representatives of Western Muslim communities and government interlocutors.
Some analysts and policy makers see these organizations as positive forces
encouraging integration. Others cast them as modern-day Trojan horses, feigning
moderation while radicalizing Western Muslims. Lorenzo Vidino brokers a third,
more informed view. Drawing on more than a decade of research on political Islam
in the West, he keenly analyzes a controversial movement that still remains
relatively unknown. Conducting in-depth interviews on four continents and
sourcing documents in ten languages, Vidino shares the history, methods,
attitudes, and goals of the Western Brothers, as well as their phenomenal growth.
He then flips the perspective, examining the response to these groups by Western
governments, specifically those of Great Britain, Germany, and the United States.
Highly informed and thoughtfully presented, Vidino's research sheds light on a
critical juncture in Muslim-Western relations.

The Radicalization of Diasporas and Terrorism
Islamic political radicalism in Europe has seen dramatic growth in recent times.
This book offers a sociological, anthropological, psychological and political science
analysis of the causes and consequences of this phenomenon.Authors explore the
motivations behind such radicalism, focusing on an array of different factors. These
include economic and social alienation, political and cultural marginalisation,
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gender and masculinity, and psychological issues, both at an individual and
community level.Other issues discussed are the state responses, national and
international, to the 'War on Terror' which came about after the attacks on America
in September 2001; and the role of Islamic political organisations and their impact
on changing ethno-religious identities. This is considered particularly in relation to
concept of the Ummah and its influence on the position of Islam and Muslims in
places such as Iraq, Afghanistan, and Palestine, as well as Bosnia, Chechnya, and
Kashmir.The authors provide an a

Terrorism in Western Europe
Islamophobia and Radicalisation
First Published in 1998, this volume consists of contributors providing position of
Muslim youth in a European context. Providing case studies from 5 European
nations: Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The
chapters in this book draw from various of anthropological and sociological theory
to discuss this topic. Many contributors relating back to ethnological research on
young Muslims in relation to local government, political and religious associations,
schools as well as community and family.
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The Politics of European Integration in the Twentieth Century
A collection of essays dealing with the political and sociological aspects of
European integration.

The West at War
In 1999 the EU decided to develop its own military capacities for crisis
management. This book brings together a group of experts to examine the
consequences of this decision on Nordic policy establishments, as well as to shed
new light on the defence and security issues that matter for Europe as a whole.

Tolerating Intolerance
This book focuses on the crises facing Al Qaeda and how the mass killing of
Muslims is challenging its credibility as a leader among Islamist jihadist
organizations. The book argues that these crises are directly related to Al Qaeda’s
affiliation with the extreme violence employed against Muslims in Iraq, Syria,
Afghanistan and Pakistan in the decade since 9/11. Al Qaeda’s public and private
responses to this violence differ greatly. While in public Al Qaeda has justified
those attacks declaring that, for the establishment of a state of ‘true believers’,
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they are a necessary evil, in private Al Qaeda has been advising its local affiliates
to refrain from killing Muslims. To better understand the crises facing Al Qaeda, the
book explores the development of Central Al Qaeda’s complex relationship with
radical (mis)appropriations and manifestations of takfir, which allows one Muslim
to declare another an unbeliever, and its unique relationship with each of its
affiliates in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan and Pakistan. The author then goes on to
consider how the prominence of takfir is contributing to the deteriorating security
in those countries and how this is affecting Al Qaeda’s credibility as an Islamist
terror organization. The book concludes by considering the long-term viability of Al
Qaeda and how its demise could allow the rise of the even more radical, violent
Islamic State and the implications this has for the future security of the Middle
East, North Africa and Central/South Asia. This book will be of much interest to
students of political violence and terrorism, Islamism, global security and IR.

Right-wing Extremism in Western Germany
Islam has long been a part of the West in terms of religion, culture, politics and
society. Discussing this interaction from al-Andalus to the present, this Handbook
explores the influence Islam has had, and continues to exert; particularly its impact
on host societies, culture and politics. Highlighting specific themes and topics in
history and culture, chapters cover: European paradigms Muslims in the Americas
Cultural interactions Islamic cultural contributions to the Western world Western
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contributions to Islam Providing a sound historical background, from which a
nuanced overview of Islam and Western society can be built, the Routledge
Handbook of Islam in the West brings to the fore specific themes and topics that
have generated both reciprocal influence, and conflict. Presenting readers with a
range of perspectives from scholars based in Europe, the US, and the Middle East,
this Handbook challenges perceptions on both western and Muslim sides and will
be an invaluable resource for policymakers and academics with an interest in the
History of Islam, Religion and the contemporary relationship between Islam and the
West.

Measuring Meaningful Data in Social Research
This edited collection investigates the state of Muslim integration in New Zealand
and Australia by examining issues like parallel societies, Islamophobia,
radicalization, tolerance, adaptation and mutual adjustment, legal pluralism, the
role of mosque architecture, and media depictions of Muslims.

Muslim Integration
Since the 1970s, there have been three challenges to traditional, homogeneous
"national" identities across the Western world: political and socioeconomic
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inequality; neoliberal globalization; and more diverse, multicultural societies. As in
the US and elsewhere in Western Europe, the decline of an old, masculinized
national identity has now begun to open a new, dark era for Britain. Ever since the
"war on terror" was added to the mix, "others" in Britain have been brutally
demonized. Muslims, routinely presented as the source of society's ills, are
subjected to both symbolic and actual violence. Deep-seated and structurally
racialized norms amplify the isolation and alienation impeding Muslim integration.
Both these "left-behind" Muslims and white-British groups who perceive
themselves as the true nation are under pressure from ongoing geopolitical
concerns in the Muslim world, as well as widening divisions at home. Tahir Abbas
argues that, in this context, the symbiotic intersections between Islamophobia and
radicalization intensify and expand. His book is a warning of the world that results:
a rise in hate crime, the institutionalization of Islamophobia, and the normalization
of war and conflict.

Equality of Opportunity
This important book examines why terrorism prevails in the otherwise stable and
advanced democracies of Western Europe and why some countries have been
more severely hit than others. The author maps the trends in internal terrorism in
18 Western European countries since 1950 and explains those trends, both from a
theoretical and empirical perspective. He uses a unique data set called TWEED,
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which covers around 9000 terrorist attacks and records the activities of about 200
terrorist groups over the post-war period. Offering a historical and comparative
approach to terrorism, unlike the more usual focus on contemporary threats and
developments, this book will appeal to political and social scientists and students,
especially those working in comparative politics or on the causes of conflict.
Academics interested in European studies and more specifically the conditions and
developments of European democracy, and policymakers concerned with the
development of the terrorist threat in Europe will also find the book of great
interest.

EU Foreign Policy and Post-Soviet Conflicts
The European Union is still emerging as a fully fledged foreign policy actor. The
vagaries of this process are clearly visible, yet insufficiently explained in the EU
policies towards the post-Soviet space. EU Foreign Policy and Post-Soviet Conflicts
examines EU intervention and non-intervention in conflict resolution, with a
specific focus on the EU’s role in the post-soviet conflicts in the South Caucasus
and Moldova: Abkhazia, South Ossetia, Nagorno-Karabakh and Transnistria. It
explains how EU foreign policy affected these conflicts, but more importantly what
EU intervention in these conflicts reveal about the EU itself. Based on extensive
field research, the author argues that the reluctant EU intervention in post-Soviet
conflicts results from a dichotomous relationship between EU institutions and some
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EU member states. Popescu argues this demonstrates that EU institutions use
policies of ‘stealth intervention’ where they seek to play a greater role in the postSoviet space, but they do so through relatively low-profile, uncontroversial and
depoliticised actions in order to avoid visible Russian opposition. Exploring an array
of questions related to the EU as a foreign policy actor, this book traces the politics
of conflict intervention by EU institutions using original empirical data related to
the EU decision making process and will be of interest to students and scholars of
European politics, conflict resolution, foreign policy and Post-Soviet politics.

Al Qaeda’s Global Crisis
Over the years, numerous tragic events serve as a reminder of the extraordinary
power of extremism, both on a religious and secular level. As extremism confronts
society on a daily basis, it is essential to analyze, comprehend, and define it. It is
also essential to define extremism narrowly in order to avoid the danger of
recklessly castigating for mere thoughts alone. Tolerating Intolerance provides
readers with a focused definition of extremism, and articulates the tensions faced
in casting an arbitrary, capricious net in an effort to protect society, while offering
mechanisms to resolve its seemingly intractable conundrum. Professor Guiora
examines extremism in six different countries: Germany, Israel, the Netherlands,
Norway, the United Kingdom, and the United States through interviews with a wide
range of individuals including academics, policy makers, faith leaders, public
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commentators, national security and law enforcement officials. This enables both
an in-depth discussion of extremism in each country, and facilitates a comparative
analysis regarding both religious and secular extremism.

Religious Radicalization and Securitization in Canada and
Beyond
Argues that Europe has become one of the most important battlegrounds in the
global fight against Islamic terrorism, and asserts that what happens there has a
direct impact on US national security. This title calls for transatlantic cooperation
on counterterrorism issues, particularly in the realms of law enforcement and
legislative reform.

Perspectives on Immigration and Terrorism
Islam, Migration and Integration
Muslim European Youth
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Artikelen over uiteenlopende aspecten van sociaalwetenschappelijk onderzoek,
met name de gebruikte onderzoeks- en meetmethoden.

Radicalization, Terrorism, and Conflict
John Roemer points out that there are two views of equality of opportunity that are
widely held today. The first, which he calls the nondiscrimination principle, states
that in the competition for positions in society, individuals should be judged only
on attributes relevant to the performance of the duties of the position in question.
Attributes such as race or sex should not be taken into account. The second states
that society should do what it can to level the playing field among persons who
compete for positions, especially during their formative years, so that all those who
have the relevant potential attributes can be considered. Common to both
positions is that at some point the principle of equal opportunity holds individuals
accountable for achievements of particular objectives, whether they be education,
employment, health, or income. Roemer argues that there is consequently a
"before" and an "after" in the notion of equality of opportunity: before the
competition starts, opportunities must be equalized, by social intervention if need
be; but after it begins, individuals are on their own. The different views of equal
opportunity should be judged according to where they place the starting gate
which separates "before" from "after." Roemer works out in a precise way how to
determine the location of the starting gate in the different views.
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Communism And Political Systems In Western Europe
This edited collection considers whether it is possible to discern how the level of
ideology is affected by radicalization. In other words: what happens in the minds of
people before they decide to use political violence as means to attain their goals?
Also this book asks: what has to happen in the minds of people in order to preclude
them from using political violence as a way of attaining their goals? This volume
unites scholars from several disciplines and perspectives from a number of
different geographical, social and cultural contexts with the overarching aim to
refine our understanding of what ‘radicalization’ actually implies.

Current Politics and Economics of Europe
This work explores contemporary debates on migration and integration, focussing
on Euro-Muslims. It critically engages with republicanist and multiculaturalist
policies of integration and claims that integration means more than cultural and
linguistic assimilation of migrant communities.

European Journal of Political Research
The newly revised Globalizing Cities Reader reflects how the geographies of theory
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have recently shifted away from the western vantage points from which much of
the classic work in this field was developed. The expanded volume continues to
make available many of the original and foundational works that underpin the
research field, while expanding coverage to familiarize students with new
theoretical and epistemological positions as well as emerging research foci and
horizons. It contains 38 new chapters, including key writings on globalizing cities
from leading thinkers such as John Friedmann, Michael Peter Smith, Saskia Sassen,
Peter Taylor, Manuel Castells, Anthony King, Jennifer Robinson, Ananya Roy, and
Fulong Wu. The new Reader reflects the fact that world and global city studies
have evolved in exciting and wide-ranging ways, and the very notion of a distinct
"global" class of cities has recently been called into question. The sections
examine the foundations of the field and processes of urban restructuring and
global city formation. A large number of new entries focus on the emerging urban
worlds of Asia, Latin America and Africa, including Beijing, Bogota, Cairo, Cape
Town, Delhi, Istanbul, Medellin, Mumbai, Phnom Penh, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Paulo,
and Shanghai. The book also presents cases off the conventional map of global
cities research, such as smaller cities and less known urban regions that are
undergoing processes of globalization. The book is a key resource for students and
scholars alike who seek an accessible compendium of the intellectual foundations
of global urban studies as well as an overview of the emergent patterns of early
21st century urbanization and associated sociopolitical contestation around the
world.
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Islamist Radicalisation
This collection of speeches, essays and articles (originally written in English) is a
summary of the texts created by Václav Klaus in the last year and half in his
capacity as the President of the Czech Republic and the first year and half of his
post-Presidential life.

The Impact of European Integration
Japan and Asia-Pacific Integration
Across Europe, radical right-wing parties are winning increasing electoral support.
The Dark Side of European Integration argues that this rising nationalism and the
mobilization of the radical right are the consequences of European economic
integration. The European economic project has produced a cultural backlash in
the form of nationalist radical right ideologies. This assessment relies on a detailed
analysis of the electoral rise of radical right parties in Western and Eastern Europe.
Contrary to popular belief, economic performance and immigration rates are not
the only factors that determine the far right's success. There are other political and
social factors that explain why in post-socialist Eastern European countries such
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parties had historically been weaker than their potential, which they have now
started to fulfill increasingly. Using in-depth interviews with radical right activists in
Ukraine, Alina Polyakova also explores how radical right mobilization works on the
ground through social networks, allowing new insights into how social movements
and political parties interact.

World Politics 06/07
Employing a theoretical framework based on the concept of identity loss, this book
seeks to understand why increased integration has stimulated greater
radicalization among the Muslim populations in Western Europe. Through extensive
field research in four European countries – the UK, the Netherlands, Germany and
France – the authors investigate three key questions: 1) Why are 2nd and 3rd
generations of Muslims in Europe more radical than their parents?; 2) Why does
Europe experience more "home-grown terrorism" today than thirty or forty years
ago?; 3) Why do some European countries feature more radical Muslim
communities than others? The book reveals that these three puzzling questions
can be solved when analyzing the loss of individuality if the face of integration and
identification with European society. While Individualist and structural approaches
fail to explain radicalization of Muslims in Europe, this study, by framing
radicalization through coupling the public discourse with identity loss, provides a
much needed insight into the process of radicalization. Explaining radicalization
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and gaining an understanding of the drivers of radicalization is crucial to prevent
and mitigate intercultural alienation, to further develop immigration policies,
redress integration failures as well as to avoid dangerous oversimplifications. This
book contributes not only to understanding why greater integration is matched by
increasing radicalization, but its insights also contribute to developing ideas about
how radicalization can be prevented or overcome and integration policies can be
enhanced. This book will be of much interest to students of terrorism and counterterrorism, radical Islam, war and conflict studies, European politics, IR and security
studies.
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